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A word of Introduction

INTRODUCTION

SAMO ZDROWIE is a bi-monthly magazine for women at  the 
age between 30 and 55. The readers will find in the magazine  
answers to many questions regarding all aspects of a healthy life.

SAMO ZDROWIE promotes a holistic approach to health: we 
rely on the latest research, we apply the knowledge of both Polish and 
international doctors, however, we also present traditional methods of 
natural treatment.

We instruct how to take care of your body and face in responsible  
manner to get older slowly. We do not recommend agonizing diets  and 
hard training, rather we advise on how to exercise in harmony  with 
your body and its capabilities.

SAMO ZDROWIE focuses on naturalness, interaction with  
nature, peace of mind and self-acceptance. We encourage the stars  to 
appear on the cover of the magazine without retouching. We are also 
active in social media, on Facebook and Instagram. Our  philosophy is 
emphasized by the hashtags: #without tension #without retouch 
#without sacrifices

Agnieszka Wierzbicka
editor-in-chief



Information About the Title

ABOUT THE TITLE

SAMO ZDROWIE is a magazine with an attractive appe-
arance. Starting from December 2018, the magazine has a new  
layout, clear system of sections and modern typography. The  idea for 
the change was brought by the life itself. Women are  tired of 
instructions like "be fit, eat five meals a day, raise your  children stress-
free". They need support and understanding  rather than setting new 
tasks. They do not want to blindly follow the trends. Instead they want 
to live their lives consciously,  they want slow down and to realize 
themselves thoughtfully in  the speeding world. That is why we have 
created six new sections: Be healthy, Live naturally, Eat wisely, You 
are beautiful,  Exercise with joy, Take care of yourself.

In each issue of the magazine the readers will find "Dossier" – the 
main topic of the issue: 6-8 pages of detailed information  and high-
quality advice on one health topic eg. how to strengthen immunity, 
healthy spine, how to live with allergies.

Excellent experts cooperate with the magazine, among others:  Dr 
Ania, Anna Makowska, doktorania.pl, a pharmacist and  enthusiast of 
healthy nutrition, Katarzyna Błażejewska-Stuhr, a  clinical dietitian 
and psycho-dietitian and Celestyna Osiak, a  mentor and a coach.
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ABOUT THE TITLE

Source: PBC; 9/2018 - 8/2019; CCS; all; n= 19 958; realization Millward Brown; compilation Burda
ZKDP;10/2018 - 9/2019; total paid circulation

Sales: 13 183 copies

Readership: 342 419

Reader’s profile:
20% of men, 80% of women

Secondary and higher education: 73%

Household income above 3 000 pln: 74%

Place of residence – towns of more than 50 000 residents: 44%



kobieta.pl
6 602 281 page views

1 459 551 unique users
(10.2018)

facebook
16 079 fans

(10.2019)

Samo Zdrowie
13 183 sales

342 419 readersTlo

360° Communication

ONLINE



spread 14 000 eur

2nd cover 11 200 eur

3rd cover 9 500 eur

4th cover 12 400 eur

full page 8 300 eur

junior page 6 700 eur

1/2 page 5 500 eur

1/3 page 4 000 eur

1/4 page 3 300 eur
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Formats and Price List

FORMATS AND PRICE LIST

SURCHARGES
Ad placement in the first 1/2 of the magazine 15%

Ad placement in the first 1/3 of the magazine 30%

Ad placement aside selected editorial material 15%

Second advertiser 10%
Other non-standard advertisements to be settled on the basis of separate

cost calculation. All prices are net prices. Statutory VAT tax is to be added

to all the prices above.



Publishing Schedule

HARMONOGRAM

Issue
number

Deadline of 
submitting materials

The first day
of sales

1/2019 18.12.2018 09.01.2019

2/2019 25.02.2019 13.03.2019

3/2019 18.04.2019 08.05.2019

4/2019 26.06.2019 10.07.2019

5/2019 26.08.2019 11.09.2019

6/2019 18.10.2019 06.11.2019



Technical Data and Terms of 
Acceptance of Advertising Orders

TECHNICAL DATA

The detailed sale conditions of advertising surface, including advertising orders, publishing and emission of announcements and/ or
advertisements in magazines issued by Burda Media Polska Sp. z o.o. [limited liabilities company] are stated in Bylaws of Advertising

and Announcements Orders available at www.burdamedia.pl

ICC profiles are available on ftp.burdamedia.pl in DOWNLOAD folder.  The table aboe is a summary of Technical Specification available on
www.burdamedia.pl or ftp.burdamedia.pl in DOWNLOAD folder. In case of discrepancies the full Technical Specification content should be followed

Should you have any technical question, please contat:  reklama.wroclaw@burdamedia.pl

Net format 210x275 mm

Files PDF; 1.3 version

Data storage

Up to 10 MB:

e-mail: 

reklama.wroclaw@burdamedia.pl

ftp://ftp.burdamedia.pl

login:reklama

password: burdamedia

Print offset

Binding Perfect bound

Preparing of 

materials

(technical

specification

summary)

Color space:: CMYK

Vector graphics – texts converted to curves

Total Ink Limit(TIL): 
covers: 320%; inside pages: 300%

ICC profile:
covers: ISO Coated v2 (ECI)
inside pages: PSO LWC Improved (ECI)

Bleeds: min. 5 mm; 

Minimal proximity of all elements from trim
edge: 5 mm and 10 mm from the spine

The spread’s image should have 6 mm of 
doubling

http://www.burdamedia.pl/


BENEFITS

Why the Press?

1. Press engages – while reading we concentrate. Therefore, we can

easily take our mind off things. In is a kind of relazation we yearn for.

2. Press builds credibility – through constant contact with our readers

we know to advice and make our readers trust us. It is the special

bond and trust between the reader and the magazine that is created

on the basis of a discussion (e-mails, letters, comments, dispute) and 

which results in strenghtening credibility and advertising message.

3. Press enhances brand awareness – thanks to immense possibilities of 

presenting a product in press, the enhanced content of advertisements

not only allows the reader to get to know the product better but also

strenghtens its image.

4. Press reaches target groups – on the basis of wide variety of topics, 

consumer and readership research, it is easy to create target groups

and introduce products in accordance with a group’s needs.

5. Press is creative – Beside a wide variety of formats that the press has to 

offer, it also provides advertising forms such as: inserts, glues inserts, 

bands, scented strips, folds and many others wihin the scope of its

immense possibilities.

6. Press builds intimacy – as the research show, most women associate

reading with relax and intimacy. This is what clearly improves perceiving

the message of an advertisement. Moreover, a magazine always engages

into a discussion; what’s new, what’s interesting, what is worth

recommending.

7. Press does not irritate – the research show that TV audience is irritated

by the amount of emitted commercials. 80 percent of respondents

considered commercials to be the most irritating whereas advertisement

in press is regarded to be irritating by only 8 percent*.

*Source: PRO Media House presentation, on the basis of the research by Demoskop.
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BURDA MEDIA POLSKA SP. Z O.O.

ul. Marynarska 15

02-674 Warszawa

NIP: 897-14-11-483

Konto bankowe:

PLN:  49 1050 0086 1000 0090 3172 2672

EUR: 27 1050 0086 1000 0090 3172 2680

USD: 26 1050 0086 1000 0090 3172 2698

Payment date:
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